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These informal remarks should not be construed as representing the position of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services or of any other agency of the federal government.
I did not work in the Social Security Administration with Mollie Orshansky. However, I did get to know her beginning in the 1970s; we saw each other at meetings and other events, and often talked by telephone about poverty and related issues. Accordingly, most of the stories about her that I know are stories that she told me, rather than happenings that I observed myself. I have also included some stories that she told to other people (people who interviewed her at various times), as well as a few things from her writings and Congressional testimony.

*****

Mollie Orshansky was born on January 9, 1915, in the South Bronx in New York City. She was one of seven daughters (one of whom died in early childhood) of Samuel and Fannie Orshansky, Ukrainian Jewish immigrants who spoke only limited English.1

Mollie’s father worked at different times as a tinsmith, an ironworker, a plumber, a repairman, and a small grocery owner.2 Although he worked hard, Mollie and her sisters grew up poor—in her words, the family could “barely...make ends meet.”3 The girls slept two to a bed, and wore hand-me-down clothing.4

Mollie remembered going with her mother to stand in relief lines to get surplus food. As she grew up, she became quite familiar with the experience of having to forgo one small purchase in order to have the money for something else.5 She later summed up this aspect of her early life by saying, “If I write about the poor, I don’t need a good imagination--I have a good memory.”6

*****

Mollie was one of the very few young women in her neighborhood to attend high school, rather than going to work.7 She was the first child in her family to graduate from high school, and the first to graduate from college.8 She graduated from Hunter College in 1935, in the middle of the Depression, but she soon found a job—a permanent job as a statistical clerk in the New York Department of Health’s Bureau of Nursing, doing work on infant mortality. Decades later, an interviewer asked her if she had always had the goal of doing something for children or something against poverty. Mollie responded that she had never thought about what she wanted to be; at that time one didn’t plan to be something, one planned to get a job.10

In 1936, the U.S. Children’s Bureau offered Mollie a three-month temporary appointment as a junior statistical clerk at $1,440 per year. Although it was a temporary appointment, it paid more than she was earning at the New York Department of Health, so she took it. The Children’s Bureau renewed her temporary three-month appointment several times, but it was finally made permanent.11
To take the Children’s Bureau job, Mollie had to move from New York City to Washington; when she first came to Washington, she limited herself to one dollar a day for food.12

In 1963, Mollie was working on an in-house research project on “Poverty as it Affects Children” at the Social Security Administration (SSA). Since there was no widely accepted quantitative definition of poverty at the time, she developed an initial version of her poverty thresholds, for families with children only. (She was not intending to develop a new national measure of poverty; indeed, no one knew that within a year, a national war on poverty was going to be declared.) In July 1963, she published a *Social Security Bulletin* article, “Children of the Poor,” presenting results of her research project. Much of her analysis of the economic status of families with children was based on a special tabulation of data from the March 1962 Current Population Survey which SSA purchased from the Census Bureau.13 There was one story about this phase of her development of the thresholds that she told to several interviewers: The amount that SSA paid to the Census Bureau for the tabulation was $2,500. The results showed that the median annual income of nonfarm female-headed families with one or more children was $2,340. Mollie was horrified when she realized that half of these families had to live for an entire year on less money than SSA had paid for one statistical tabulation.14 She burst into her supervisor’s office, interrupting a meeting to tell them of this shocking finding. One of the women attending the meeting urged her not to get so excited, pointing out that even if Mollie hadn’t used the SSA’s money for her tables, none of it would have gone to the poor women she was studying.15 In light of this finding, she later commented, “I determined I was going to get my $2,500 worth.”16

Another story about her development of the poverty thresholds was one that Mollie seems to have told less frequently. As is widely known, she based her thresholds on the Agriculture Department’s economy food plan. She had become familiar with the food plans when she worked at the Agriculture Department17; indeed, she had been working with the food plans as early as 1948.18 In the context of developing poverty thresholds for families, she became concerned about the fact that the economy food plan did not allow for any purchases of food away from home, either at work or at school. For the purpose of developing poverty thresholds, she wanted to modify the cost of the food plan by adding 15 cents a day per person to it, to allow for the husband in a family to buy coffee at work, or for the children to buy snacks. However, her supervisor would not allow her to do so.19

Yet another little story about Mollie’s development of the thresholds should be of particular interest to people who use Current Population Survey (CPS) data to tabulate how many
Americans are below either official or alternative poverty lines. When Mollie was developing the thresholds, a CPS sample of roughly 25 thousand households was used to produce income (and then poverty) data for a national total of roughly 47 million families and 11 million unrelated individuals. In published Census Bureau reports, one always sees figures that relate to the national totals of families and unrelated individuals. However, when Mollie got the results of her $2,500 tabulation back from the Census Bureau in 1963, they only gave her the unweighted counts of sample households in various poverty and non-poverty categories; SSA’s payment to the Bureau had not been enough for them to provide weighted national totals for her. She had to do the work herself—“by hand,” she once said—to calculate weighted national totals from the unweighted sample count. She also calculated the poverty gap “by hand” for her January 1965 article—she didn’t even use a calculator.

*****

Mollie once met Jenny Podoluk—the Canadian civil servant who developed Statistics Canada’s Low Income Cut-Offs during the 1960s. They met while Mollie was attending a meeting in Montreal at which she was a discussant. Jenny Podoluk was in the audience. (Unfortunately Mollie didn’t tell me what they talked about.) Mollie was the only woman among the presenters and discussants at this meeting.

*****

Mollie had a wry sense of humor. From time to time she would come up with comments that were quite funny, and in a few cases were also insightful comments (or even epigrams) about social conditions. I have included a few examples of her humor below.

- The first time Mollie testified before a Congressional committee, in 1969, she began her statement by saying, “I read the Bible with new interest these days because I now know that the injunction ‘The poor you always have with you’ means me personally. My assignment for the last few years has been to define poverty and near poverty for the Social Security Administration.”

- In 1984, Mollie appeared before a hearing about measuring poverty that was held by two Congressional subcommittees. The presiding Congressperson told her, “we thank you for making yourself available.” Mollie responded, “Thank you. I’m not sure I can thank you for making me make myself available.”

- In November 1973, a subcommittee of the House of Representatives’ Committee on Education and Labor held a hearing on ways of determining family eligibility for higher education student financial assistance. The witnesses included Mollie, who testified about the poverty thresholds, and Eva Jacobs of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), who testified about BLS’ family budgets. After they had testified, Representative John Dellenback [R-Oregon], a member of the subcommittee, commented, “I was particularly
impressed to see that when we called for experts today to come to testify before us, two different divisions of the Government, in sending their best people, I assume, sent women instead of men to testify before us.”

Mollie later commented privately to Eva Jacobs, “Poppa decides how much they spend, and Momma decides on how to spread it around.”

A comment that Mollie repeatedly made (a colleague referred to it in 1969 as “her classic statement”) was, “Women have two chances to be poor. They can marry into poverty or they can make it on their own.”
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